TECHNOLOGY ORAL PRESENTATION RUBRIC
NAME: _______________________________DATE: ___________TOTAL:_______
INDICATOR

EXCEEDS
(100-90)

MEETS
(89-70)

DEVELOPING
(69-60)

NOT DONE
(0)

Accuracy, depth
and suitability of
content

Content is almost flawless and fully suitable for
intended audience. Information is completely
unique and unusual and demonstrates diligence of
presenter in researching topic.
          
Content contains all required components of
project.

Content has several errors and is fully suitable. Information is
somewhat unique and unusual and demonstrates a good
effort of presenter in researching topic.

Content has many errors and is
unsuitable. Information is average and
ordinary, demonstrating little effort in
researching topic.
         
Content is missing many required
components of project.
         

Not done.

Speaker uses unclear speech, little eye
contact, inappropriate volume or
language, and/or choppy spacing and
monotone in more than half of the
presentation. Posture, gestures or
dress distract the audience.

Not done.

Completion of
content
Clarity of
expression
(verbal and nonverbal)
Familiarity with
information

          
Speaker enhances the project by using clear
speech, excellent eye contact, and appropriate
tone, volume, pace, transitions and vocabulary
throughout presentation. Good posture, natural
hand gestures and appropriate dress enhance
presentation.
          
Speaker is very confident with the material,
maintains excellent focus throughout the
presentation, and uses very few prompts to
present information.
          

Design of slides

Inclusion of
introduction,
conclusion, and
work citations

Slides are extremely colorful or contrasted,
creative, and uniquely sized, framed, and/or
spaced with appropriate size and amount of text.
Graphics show excellent depth and detail.
Presentation piques interest of the viewer.
Animations of text and graphics enhance every
slide. Transitions are used between slides.
          
Introduction creatively establishes importance of
topic and the name of the presenter, and contains
pictures to reveal content of presentation.
Conclusion briefly summarizes the importance of
the presentation and has a related graphic. Work
citations for text and graphics are properly
formatted and represented.
          

                   
Content contains most of the required components of project.
                   
Speaker uses clear speech, maintains good eye contact, and
proper spacing, tone, volume, pace, transitions and vocabulary
during the presentation. Good posture, hand motions and
dress are appropriate for the presentation.
                   
Speaker is confident with the material, maintains good focus
during the presentation, and uses note cards or relies on text
as prompts to present information, often reading directly from
them.

         
Speaker is somewhat confident with
the material, loses focus, and reads
directly from note cards or from the
power point or Prezi notes throughout
presentation.

                   
Slides are somewhat colorful, creative, and uniquely sized,
framed, and/or spaced. Some text is crowded and/or too
small. Some graphics show little depth and detail.
Presentation is interesting to the viewer. Some animations
and transitions are included.

         
Slides are somewhat dull, uninteresting
and not unique. Text is too crowded
and/or illegible. Presentation is
somewhat monotonous and repetitive
to the viewer. Few animations and/or
transitions are included.

                   
Introduction establishes topic and presenter. Conclusion
summarizes the presentation and contains a graphic. Work
citations for text and graphics are included, but may not be
complete.

         
Introduction briefly establishes topic
and presenter. Conclusion weakly
sums up the topic. Work citations are
minimal.

                   

         

Not done.

Not done.

Not done.

Not done.

